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Getting
started with Angular

This chapter covers
■

Writing your first Angular application

■

Getting familiar with the SystemJS universal
module loader

■

The role of package managers

■

The first version of the online auction
application

In this chapter, we’ll start discussing how you develop Angular applications using
modern tools and web technologies like annotations, ES6 modules, and module load
ers. Angular changes the way you’ll develop JavaScript applications. You’ll write three
versions of a Hello World application, and we’ll briefly discuss package managers and
the SystemJS universal module loader.
After that, we’ll create a small project that can serve as boilerplate for creating
your own Angular projects. Then we’ll discuss the main building blocks of Angular
applications, such as components and views, and we’ll briefly cover dependency
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injection and data binding. At the end of the chapter, we’ll go over the online auction
application that you’ll be developing throughout the book.
NOTE All code samples in this book are based on the Angular 2.0.0 Final ver
sion. If the API of future releases of Angular changes, we’ll update the code
samples at https://github.com/Farata/angular2typescript accordingly.

If you’re not familiar with the syntax of TypeScript and ECMAScript 6, we
suggest you read appendixes A and B first, and then start reading from this
chapter on.

TIP

2.1

A first Angular application
In this section we’ll show you three versions of the Hello World application written in
TypeScript, ES5, and ES6. This will be the only section where you’ll see Angular appli
cations written in ES5 and ES6—all other code samples will be written in TypeScript.

2.1.1

Hello World in TypeScript
This first application will be quite minimalistic to get you quickly started program
ming with Angular. This application will consist of two files:
index.html
main.ts

Both files are located in the hello-world-ts directory in the downloadable code for the
book. The index.html file is the entry point for the application. It will contain refer
ences to the Angular framework, its dependencies, and the main.ts file, which con
tains the code to bootstrap your application. Some of these references can be located
in the configuration file of the module loader (you’ll use the SystemJS and Webpack
loaders in this book).
LOADING ANGULAR IN THE HTML FILE

The code of the Angular framework consists of modules (one file per module), which
are combined into libraries, which are logically grouped into packages, such as @angu
lar/core, @angular/common, and so on. Your application has to load required pack
ages before the application code.
Let’s create an index.html file, which will start by loading the required Angular
scripts, the TypeScript compiler, and the SystemJS module loader. The following code
loads these scripts from the unpkg.com content delivery network (CDN).
Listing 2.1 TypeScript index.html
Zone.js is a library that
<!DOCTYPE html>
powers the change
<html>
detection mechanism.
<head>
<script src="//unpkg.com/zone.js@0.6.12"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/typescript@2.0.0"></script>

The TypeScript
compiler transpiles
your source code
into JavaScript right
in the browser.
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Configures SystemJS loader
for loading and transpiling
TypeScript code

The SystemJS library dynamically loads the
application code into the browser. We’ll
discuss SystemJS later in this chapter.

<script src="//unpkg.com/systemjs@0.19.37/dist/system.src.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/core-js/client/shim.min.js"></script>
<script>
System.config({
Maps the names of the
transpiler: 'typescript',
Angular modules to
typescriptOptions: {emitDecoratorMetadata: true},
their CDN locations
map: {
'rxjs': 'https://unpkg.com/rxjs@5.0.0-beta.12',
'@angular/core'
: 'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
➥ core@2.0.0',
'@angular/common'
: 'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
➥ common@2.0.0',
'@angular/compiler'
: 'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
Specifies the ➥ compiler@2.0.0',
main script '@angular/platform-browser'
: 'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
for each
platform-browser@2.0.0',
➥
Angular
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic': 'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
module
➥ platform-browser-dynamic@2.0.0'
},
packages: {
'@angular/core'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/common'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/compiler'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic': {main: 'index.js'}
}
});
System.import('main.ts');
Instructs SystemJS to load
</script>
the main module from the
</head>
main.ts file
<body>
<hello-world></hello-world>
The <hello-world></hello-world>
</body>
custom HTML element represents the
</html>
component that’s implemented in main.ts.

When the application is launched, the <hello-world> tag will be replaced with the con
tent of the template from the @Component annotation shown in listing 2.2.
If you use Internet Explorer, you may need to add the additional script
system-polyfills.js.

TIP

Content delivery networks (CDNs)
unpkg (https://unpkg.com) is a CDN for packages published to the npm (https://
www.npmjs.com/) package manager’s registry. Check npmjs.com to find the latest
version of a particular package. If you want to see which other versions of the pack
age are available, run the npm info packagename command.
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(continued)

Generated files aren’t committed into a version control system, and Angular 2
doesn’t include ready-to-use bundles in its Git repository. They’re generated on the
fly and published along with the npm package (https://www.npmjs.com/~angular),
so you can use unpkg to directly reference production-ready bundles in HTML files.
Instead, we prefer using a local install of Angular and its dependencies, so you’ll in
stall them using npm in section 2.4.2. Everything that’s installed by npm will be
stored in the node_modules directory in each project.
THE TYPESCRIPT FILE

Now let’s create a main.ts file, which has the TypeScript/Angular code and three
parts:
1
2
3

Declare the Hello World component.
Wrap it into a module.
Load the module.

Later in this chapter, you’ll implement these parts in three separate files, but here, for
simplicity, you’ll keep all the code of this tiny app in one file.
Listing 2.2 TypeScript main.ts
Imports the bootstrap method and the @Component
annotation from the corresponding Angular packages,
making them available for the application’s code

The template
property defines
the HTML
markup for
rendering this
component.

The name
property is
used in the
data-binding
expression
on the
component’s
template.

import {Component} from '@angular/core';
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { platformBrowserDynamic } from '@angular/platform
➥ browser-dynamic';

The @Component annotation placed
// Component
above the HelloWorldComponent class
@Component({
turns it into an Angular component.
selector: 'hello-world',
template: '<h1>Hello {{ name }}!</h1>'
})
class HelloWorldComponent {
The annotated
name: string;
HelloWorldComponent class

represents the component.
constructor() {
this.name = 'Angular';
}
}

Inside the constructor, you initialize
the name property with the value
Angular 2 bound to the template.

// Module
@NgModule({
Declares the content of the module
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ HelloWorldComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ HelloWorldComponent ]
})
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export class AppModule { }

Loads the
module

Declares the class representing the module

// App bootstrap
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

We’ll introduce the annotations @Component and @NgModule in section 2.2.

What’s metadata?
In general, metadata is additional information about data. For example, in an MP3
file, the audio is the data, but the name of the artist, the song title, and the album
cover are metadata. The MP3 player includes a metadata processor that reads the
metadata and displays some of it while playing the song.
In the case of classes, metadata is additional information about the class. For exam
ple, the @Component decorator (a.k.a annotation) tells Angular (the metadata proces
sor) that this is not a regular class, but a component. Angular generates additional
JavaScript code based on the information provided in the properties of the @Compo
nent decorator.
In the case of class properties, the @Input decorator tells Angular that this class prop
erty should support binding and be able to receive data from the parent component.
You can also think of a decorator as a function that attaches some data to the dec
orated element. The @Component decorator doesn’t change the decorated class but
adds some data describing the class so the Angular compiler can properly generate
the final code of the component, either in the browser’s memory (dynamic compila
tion) or in the file on disk (static compilation).

Any app component can be included in an HTML file (or a template of another com
ponent) by using the tag that matches the component’s name in the selector prop
erty of the @Component annotation. Component selectors are similar to CSS selectors,
so given the 'hello-world' selector, you’d render this component in an HTML page
with an element named <hello-world>. Angular will convert this line into document
.querySelectorAll(selector).
Notice how in listing 2.2 the entire template is wrapped in backticks to turn the
template into a string. That way, you can use single and double quotes inside the tem
plate and break it into multiple lines for better formatting. The template contains the
data-binding expression {{ name }}, and at runtime Angular will find the name prop
erty on your component and replace the data-binding expression in curly braces with
a concrete value.
You’ll use TypeScript for all the code examples in this book except for the two ver
sions of Hello World shown next. One example will show an ES5 version, and the
other is written in ES6.
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Hello World in ES5
To create applications with ES5, you should use a special Angular bundle distributed
in Universal Module Definition (UMD) format (note the umd in the URLs). It
publishes all Angular APIs on the global ng object. The HTML file of the ES5 Angular
Hello World application might look like the following (see the hello-world
es5 folder).
Listing 2.3

ES5 index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<script src="//unpkg.com/zone.js@0.6.12/dist/zone.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/rxjs@5.0.0-beta.11/bundles/Rx.umd.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/core-js/client/shim.min.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/@angular/core@2.0.0/bundles/core.umd.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/@angular/common@2.0.0/bundles/common.umd.js">
➥ </script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/@angular/compiler@2.0.0/bundles/
compiler.umd.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/@angular/platform-browser@2.0.0/bundles/
➥ platform-browser.umd.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/@angular/platform-browser-dynamic@2.0.0/
bundles/platform-browser-dynamic.umd.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<hello-world></hello-world>
<script src="main.js"></script>
</body>
</html>

Because ES5 doesn’t support the annotations syntax and has no native module system,
the main.js file should be written differently from its TypeScript version.
Listing 2.4 ES5 main.js
// Component
(function(app) {
app.HelloWorldComponent =
ng.core.Component({
selector: 'hello-world',
template: '<h1>Hello {{name}}!</h1>'
})
.Class({
constructor: function() {
this.name = 'Angular 2';
}
});
})(window.app || (window.app = {}));
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// Module
(function(app) {
app.AppModule =
ng.core.NgModule({
imports: [ ng.platformBrowser.BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ app.HelloWorldComponent ],
bootstrap: [ app.HelloWorldComponent ]
})
.Class({
constructor: function() {}
});
})(window.app || (window.app = {}));
// App bootstrap
(function(app) {
document.addEventListener('DOMContentLoaded', function() {
ng.platformBrowserDynamic
.platformBrowserDynamic()
.bootstrapModule(app.AppModule);
});
})(window.app || (window.app = {}));

The first immediately invoked function expression (IIFE) invokes the Component()
and Class methods on the global Angular core namespace ng.core. You define the
HelloWorldComponent object, and the Component method attaches the metadata
defining its selector and template. By doing this, you turn the JavaScript object into a
visual component.
The business logic of the component is coded inside the Class method. In this
case, you declare and initialize the name property that’s bound to the component’s
template.
The second IIFE invokes the NgModule method to create a module that declares
HelloWorldComponent and specifies it as a root component by assigning its name to
the bootstrap property. Finally, the third IIFE launches the app by invoking boot
strapModule(), which loads the module, instantiates HelloWorldComponent, and
attaches it to the browser’s DOM.

2.1.3

Hello World in ES6
The ES6 version of the Hello World application looks very similar to the TypeScript
version, but it uses Traceur as the transpiler for SystemJS. The index.html file looks
like this.
Listing 2.5

ES6 index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<script src="//unpkg.com/zone.js@0.6.21"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/reflect-metadata@0.1.3"></script>
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<script src="//unpkg.com/traceur@0.0.111/bin/traceur.js"></script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/systemjs@0.19.37/dist/system.src.js"></script>
<script>
ES6 isn’t fully supported across browsers,
System.config({
and you use Traceur to transpile (in the
transpiler: 'traceur',
browser) ES6 code into an ES5 version.
traceurOptions: {annotations: true},
map: {
'rxjs': 'https://unpkg.com/rxjs@5.0.0-beta.12',
'@angular/core'
:
➥ core@2.0.0',
'@angular/common'
:
➥ common@2.0.0',
'@angular/compiler'
:
➥ compiler@2.0.0',
'@angular/platform-browser'
:
➥ platform-browser@2.0.0',
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic':
➥ platform-browser-dynamic@2.0.0'

'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
'https://unpkg.com/@angular/
'https://unpkg.com/@angular/

},
packages: {
'@angular/core'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/common'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/compiler'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser'
: {main: 'index.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic': {main: 'index.js'}
}
});
System.import('main.js');
The extension of the
</script>
script file is .js now.
</head>
<body>
<hello-world></hello-world>
</body>
</html>

The only difference between the ES6 main.js file compared to the TypeScript main.ts
file is that now you don’t have the predeclared name class member:
Listing 2.6 ES6 main.js
import
import
import
import

{Component} from '@angular/core';
{ NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
{ BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
{ platformBrowserDynamic } from '@angular/platform-browser-dynamic';

// Component
@Component({
selector: 'hello-world',
template: '<h1>Hello {{ name }}!</h1>'
})
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class HelloWorldComponent {
constructor() {
this.name = 'Angular 2';
}
}
// Module
@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ HelloWorldComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ HelloWorldComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }
// App bootstrap
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

2.1.4

Launching applications
To run any web application, you’ll need a basic HTTP server, such as http-server or liveserver. The latter performs live reloads of the web page as soon as you modify the code
and save the file of the running application.
To install http-server, use the following npm command:
npm install http-server -g

To start the server from the command line in the project root directory, use this
command:
http-server

We prefer to see live reloads in the browser, so install and start live-server using a simi
lar routine:
npm install live-server -g
live-server

If you use http-server, you’ll need to manually open the web browser and enter the
URL http://localhost:8080, whereas live-server will open the browser for you.
To run the Hello World application, launch live-server in the root directory of the
project; it will load index.html in your web browser. You should see “Hello Angular 2!”
rendered on the page (see figure 2.1). In the browser’s Developer Tools panel, you
can see that the template you specified for HelloWorldComponent becomes the
content of the <hello-world> element, and the data-binding expression is replaced
with the actual value you used to initialize the name property in the constructor of
the component.
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Running Hello World

The building blocks of an Angular application
In this section, we’ll give you a high-level overview of the main building blocks of an
Angular application so that you can read and understand Angular code. We’ll discuss
each of these topics in detail in future chapters.

2.2.1

Modules
An Angular module is a container for a group of related components, services, direc
tives, and so on. You can think of a module as a library of components and services
that implements certain functionality from the business domain of your application,
such as a shipping module or a billing module. All elements of a small application can
be located in one module (the root module), whereas larger apps may have more
than one module (feature modules). All apps must have at least a root module that is
bootstrapped during the app launch.
NOTE ES6 modules just offer you a way to hide and protect functions or vari
ables and create loadable scripts. Angular modules, in contrast, are used for
packaging related application functionality.

From the syntax perspective, a module is a class annotated with the NgModule decora
tor and that can include other resources. In section 2.1 you already used a module,
which looked like this:

The building blocks of an Angular application

Declares that
HelloWorldComponent
belongs to the
AppModule. Each
module member must
be listed here.

@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ HelloWorldComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ HelloWorldComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }
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Every browser app must import
BrowserModule and can import
other modules (such as
FormsModule) if need be.
During app launch, the
module renders the root
component that’s assigned
to the bootstrap property
of @NgModule.

Importing BrowserModule is a must in the root module, but if your app will consist of
the root and feature modules, the latter will need to import CommonModule instead.
Members of all imported modules (such as FormsModule and RouterModule) are avail
able to all components of the module.
To load and compile a module on application startup, you need to invoke the
bootstrapModule module:
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

Your app modules can be loaded either immediately (eagerly), as in the preceding code
snippet, or lazily (as needed) by the router (see chapter 3). You’ll use @NgModule in
every chapter of this book, so you’ll have a chance to see how to declare modules with
multiple members. For a detailed description of Angular modules, read the docu
mentation at https://angular.io/docs/ts/latest/guide/ngmodule.html.

2.2.2

Components
The main building block of an Angular application is the component. Each component
consists of two parts: a view that defines the user interface (UI) and a class that imple
ments the logic behind the view.
Any Angular application represents a hierarchy of components packaged in mod
ules. An app must have at least one module and one component, which is called the
root component. There’s nothing special about the root component compared to other
components. Any component assigned to the bootstrap property of the module
becomes the root component.
To create a component, declare a class and attach the @Component annotation to it:
@Component({
selector: 'app-component',
template: '<h1>Hello !</h1>'
})
class HelloComponent {}

Each @Component annotation must define selector and template (or templateUrl)
properties, which determine how the component should be discovered and rendered
on the page.
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The selector property is similar to a CSS selector. Each HTML element that
matches the selector is rendered as an Angular component. You can think of the
@Component decorator as a configuration function that complements the class. If you
look at the transpiled code of the main.ts file from listing 2.2, you’ll see what the
Angular compiler did with the @Component decorator:
var core_1;
var HelloWorldComponent;
HelloWorldComponent = (function () {
function HelloWorldComponent() {
this.name = 'Angular 2';
}
HelloWorldComponent = __decorate([
core_1.Component({
selector: 'hello-world',
template: '<h1>Hello {{ name }}!</h1>'
}),
__metadata('design:paramtypes', [])
], HelloWorldComponent);
return HelloWorldComponent;
})

Each component must define a view, which is specified in either a template or a
templateUrl property of the @Component decorator:
@Component({
selector: 'app-component',
template: '<h1>App Component</h1>' })
class AppComponent {}

For web applications, a template contains HTML markup. You can also use another
markup language for rendering native mobile applications provided by third-party
frameworks. If the markup consists of a couple of dozen lines or less, we keep it inline
using the template property. We didn’t use backticks in the preceding example because
it’s a single line of markup and doesn’t contain single or double quotes. Larger HTML
markup should be located in a separate HTML file referred to in templateUrl.
Components are styled with regular CSS. You can use the styles property for
inline CSS and styleUrls for an external file with styles. External files allow web
designers to work on the styles without modifying the application code. Ultimately,
the decision of where to keep the HTML or CSS is yours.
You can think of a view as the result of merging UI layout with data. The code snip
pet for AppComponent has no data to merge, but the TypeScript version of Hello World
(see the main.ts file in listing 2.2) would merge the HTML markup with the value of
the name variable to produce the view.
NOTE In Angular, the view rendering is decoupled from components, so the
template can represent a platform-specific native UI, such as NativeScript
(https://www.nativescript.org) or React Native (https://facebook.github.io/
react-native).
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Directives
The @Directive decorator allows you to attach custom behavior to an HTML element
(for example, you can add an autocomplete feature to an <input> element). Each
component is basically a directive with an associated view, but unlike a component, a
directive doesn’t have its own view.
The following example shows a directive that can be attached to an input element
in order to log the input’s value to the browser’s console as soon as the value is
changed:
@Directive({
selector: 'input[log-directive]',
host: {
'(input)': 'onInput($event)'
}
})
class LogDirective {
onInput(event) {
console.log(event.target.value);
}
}

This selector requires the target HTML
element to have an input element and
the log-directive attribute.
The host element is the one
you attach your directive to.
The handler for the <input> element
logs its value to the console.

To bind events to event handlers, enclose the event name in parentheses. When the
input event occurs on the host element, the onInput() event handler is invoked and
the event object is passed to this method as an argument.
Here’s an example of how you can attach the directive to an HTML element:
<input type="text" log-directive/>

The next example shows a directive that changes the background of the attached ele
ment to blue:
import { Directive, ElementRef, Renderer } from '@angular/core';
@Directive({ selector: '[highlight]' })
export class HighlightDirective {
constructor(renderer: Renderer, el: ElementRef) {
renderer.setElementStyle(el.nativeElement, 'backgroundColor', 'blue');
}
}

This directive can be attached to various HTML elements, and the constructor of this
directive gets the references to the renderer and the UI element injected by Angular.
Here’s how this directive can be attached to the <h1> HTML element:
<h1 highlight>Hello World</h1>

All directives that are used in the module need to be added to the declaration prop
erty of the @NgModule decorator, as in this example:
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@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ HelloWorldComponent,
HighlightDirective ],
bootstrap:
[ HelloWorldComponent ]
})

2.2.4

A brief introduction to data binding
Angular has a mechanism called data binding that allows you to keep a component’s
properties in sync with the view. This mechanism is quite sophisticated, and we’ll
cover data binding in detail in chapter 5. In this section we’ll just cover the most com
mon forms of data-binding syntax.
To display a value as a string in the template, use double curly braces:
<h1>Hello {{ name }}!</h1>

Use square brackets to bind an HTML element’s property to a value:
<span [hidden]="isValid">The field is required</span>

To bind an event handler for an element’s event, use parentheses:
<button (click)="placeBid()">Place Bid</button>

If you want to reference a DOM object’s property within the template, add a local tem
plate variable (its name must start with #) that will automatically store a reference to
the corresponding DOM object, and use dot notation:
<input #title type="text" />
<span>{{ title.value }}</span>

Now that you know how to write a simple Angular application, let’s see how the code
can be loaded into the browser with the SystemJS library.

2.3

The SystemJS universal module loader
Most existing web applications load JavaScript files into an HTML page using
<script> tags. Although it’s possible to add Angular code to a page the same way, the
recommended way is to load code using the SystemJS library. Angular also uses
SystemJS internally.
In this section, we’ll give you a brief overview of SystemJS so you can get started
developing Angular applications. For a detailed tutorial on SystemJS, see the SystemJS
page on GitHub: https://github.com/systemjs/systemjs.

2.3.1

An overview of module loaders
The final ES6 specification introduces modules and covers their syntax and semantics
(http://mng.bz/ri01). The early specification drafts included a definition of the global
System object responsible for loading modules into the execution environment,
whether that’s a web browser or a standalone process. But the definition of the System

The SystemJS universal module loader
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object was removed from the final version of the ES6 spec and is currently tracked by the
Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (see http://whatwg.github.io/
loader). The System object may become a part of the ES8 specification.
The ES6 Module Loader polyfill (https://github.com/ModuleLoader/es6-module
loader) offers one way to use the System object today (without waiting for future
EcmaScript specifications). It strives to match the future standard, but this polyfill sup
ports only ES6 modules.
Because ES6 is fairly new, most third-party packages hosted on the NPM registry
don’t use ES6 modules yet. The first nine chapters of this book use SystemJS, which
not only includes the ES6 Module Loader but also allows you to load modules written
in AMD, CommonJS, UMD, and global module formats. The support for these formats
is completely transparent for the SystemJS user, because it automatically figures out
what module format the target script uses. In chapter 10, you’ll use another module
loader called Webpack.

2.3.2

Module loaders vs. <script> tags
Why even use module loaders as opposed to loading JavaScript with a <script> tag?
The <script> tags have several issues:
■

■

A developer is responsible for maintaining <script> tags in the HTML file.
Some of them can become redundant over time, but if you forget to clean them
up, they will still be loaded by the browser, increasing the load time and wasting
network bandwidth.
Often the order in which scripts are loaded matters. Browsers can only guaran
tee the execution order of scripts if you place the <script> tags in the <head>
section of the HTML document. But it’s considered bad practice to put all your
scripts in <head>, because it prevents the page from being rendered until all the
scripts are downloaded.

Let’s consider the benefits of using module loaders both during development and
while preparing a production version of your application:
■

■

In development environments, the code is usually split into multiple files, and
each file represents a module. Whenever you import a module in your code,
the loader will match the module name to a corresponding file, download it
into the browser, and then execute the rest of the code. Modules allow you to
keep projects well organized; the module loader automatically assembles every
thing together in the browser when you launch the application. If a module has
dependencies on other modules, all of them will be loaded.
When you’re preparing a production version of an application, a module
loader takes the main file, traverses the tree of all modules reachable from it,
and combines all of them into a single bundle. This way, the bundle contains
only the code that’s actually used by the application. It also solves the problem
with script loading order and cyclic references.
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These benefits apply not only to your application’s code but also to third-party pack
ages (such as Angular).
NOTE In this book, we use the terms module and file interchangeably. A mod
ule can’t span multiple files. A bundle is usually represented by a single file
and contains multiple modules registered in it. When the difference between
module and file is important, we’ll explicitly mention it.

2.3.3

Getting started with SystemJS
When you use SystemJS in an HTML page, this library becomes available as a global
System object that has a number of static methods. The two primary methods you’ll
use are System.import() and System.config().
To load a module, use System.import(), which accepts the module name as an
argument. A module name can be either a path to the file or a logical name mapped
to the file path:
A path to the file
System.import('./my-module.js');
System.import('@angular2/core');

A logical name

If the module name starts with ./ it’s a path to the file even when the name extension
is omitted. SystemJS first tries to match the module name against the configured map
ping provided either as an argument to the method System.config() or in a file
(such as systemjs.config.js). If the mapping for the name isn’t found, it’s considered to
be a path to a file.
NOTE In this book, we’ll use both the prefix ./ as well as the mapping config

uration to find out which file will be loaded. If you see System.import('app')
and can’t find the file named app.ts, check the mapping configuration of
your project.
The System.import() method immediately returns a Promise object(see appendix
A). When the promise is resolved with a module object, the then() callback is invoked
when the module is loaded. If the promise is rejected, the errors are handled in the
catch() method.
An ES6 module object contains a property for each exported value in the loaded
module. The following code snippet from two files shows how you can export a vari
able in the module and use it in another script:
// lib.js
export let foo = 'foo';
// main.js
System.import('./lib.js').then(libModule => {
libModule.foo === 'foo'; // true
});
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Here you use the then() method to specify the callback function to be invoked when
lib.js is loaded. The loaded object is passed as an argument to the fat arrow
expression.
In ES5 scripts, you use the System.import() method to load the code either
eagerly or lazily (dynamically). For example, if an anonymous user browses your website, you may not need a module that implements the user profile functionality. But as
soon as the user logs in, you can dynamically load the profile module. This way, you
decrease initial page load size and time.
But what about the ES6 import statements? In your first Angular application, you
used System.import() in the index.html file to load the root application module,
main.ts. In turn, the main.ts script imports Angular’s modules using its own import
statement.
When SystemJS loads main.ts, it automatically transpiles it into ES5-compatible
code, so there are no import statements in the code that browsers execute. In the
future, when ES6 modules are natively supported by major browsers, this step won’t be
required and import statements will work similarly to System.import(), except they
won’t control the moment when the module is loaded.
NOTE When SystemJS transpiles files, it automatically generates the source

map for each .js file, which allows you to debug the TypeScript code in the
browser.
A DEMO APPLICATION

Let’s consider an application that needs to load both ES5 and ES6 scripts. This applica
tion will consist of three files (see the systemjs-demo folder):
index.html
es6module.js
es5module.js

In a typical web application, the index.html file would contain the <script> tags ref
erencing both es6module.js and es5module.js. Each of these files would be automati
cally loaded and executed by the browser. But this approach has several issues that we
discussed in section 2.3.2. Let’s see how you can address these issues with SystemJS in
the demo application.
You use the ES6 export statement to make the es6module.js module’s name avail
able from outside of the script. The presence of the export statement automatically
turns the file into an ES6 module:
export let name = 'ES6';
console.log('ES6 module is loaded');
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The es5module.js file doesn’t include any ES6 syntax and uses the CommonJS module
format to export the name of the module. Basically, you attach to the exports object
the variables you want to be visible outside of the module:
exports.name = 'ES5';
console.log('ES5 module is loaded');

The following index.html file seamlessly imports both CommonJS and ES6 modules
with the help of SystemJS.
Listing 2.7 index.html with SystemJS
The ES6 Promise.all() method returns a
Promise object that resolves (or rejects)
when all iterable arguments are complete.

You don’t use the
ES6 arrow function
here because the
index.html file
itself isn’t
processed by
SystemJS, so the
code wouldn’t be
transpiled and
wouldn’t work in
all browsers.
After the
arguments of
Promise.all() are
loaded, they’re
given to the
then() method
as the modules
array.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<script src="//unpkg.com/es6-promise@3.0.2/dist/es6-promise.js">
➥ </script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/traceur@0.0.111/bin/traceur.js">
➥ </script>
<script src="//unpkg.com/systemjs@0.19.37/dist/system.src.js">
➥ </script>
Here you use the relative path
<script>

to the file es6module.js that
uses the ES6 module syntax.

Promise.all([
System.import('./es6module.js'),
System.import('./es5module.js')
Load es5module.js similar to the
]).then(function (modules) {
previous one, but this time SystemJS
var moduleNames = modules
uses the CommonJS format.
.map(function (m) { return m.name; })
.join(', ');
console.log('The following modules are loaded: ' + moduleNames);
});
This map() method
</script>
invokes the function
</head>
that transforms the
<body></body>
result by extracting
</html>

The method join() combines all module
names into a comma-separated string.

the name property
exported from each
module.

Because System.import() returns a Promise object, you can start loading multiple
modules at once and execute some other code when all modules are loaded.
When the application is launched, the following result is printed to the browser’s
console (keep the Developer Tools panel open to see it):
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Live reload enabled.
ES6 module is loaded
ES5 module is loaded
The following modules are loaded: ES6, ES5

The first line comes from the live-server, not from the app. As soon as one of the mod
ules is loaded, it immediately prints its log message. When all modules are loaded, the
callback function is executed and the last log message is printed.
CONFIGURING SYSTEMJS

You’ve used a default SystemJS configuration so far, but you can configure almost
any aspect of its work using the System.config() method, which accepts a configu
ration object as an argument. System.config() can be invoked multiple times with
different configuration objects. If the same option is set more than once, the latest
value is applied. You can either inline the script with System.config() in the HTML
file using the <script> tag (see section 2.1) or store the code for System.config()
in a separate file (such as systemjs.config.js) and include it into the HTML file using
the <script> tag.
The complete list of configuration options for SystemJS is available on GitHub
(http://mng.bz/8N60). We’ll just briefly discuss some of the configuration options
used in this book.
BASEURL

All modules are loaded relative to this URL unless the module name represents an
absolute or a relative URL:
System.config({ baseURL: '/app' });
System.import('es6module.js');
// GET /app/es6module.js
System.import('./es6module.js'); // GET /es6module.js
System.import('http://example.com/es6module.js'); // GET http://example.com/
➥ es6module.js
DEFAULTJSEXTENSIONS

If defaultJSExtensions is true, the .js extension will be automatically added to all
file paths. If a module name already has an extension other than .js, the .js will be
appended anyway:
System.config({ defaultJSExtensions: true });
System.import('./es6module');
// GET /es6module.js
System.import('./es6module.js'); // GET /es6module.js
System.import('./es6module.ts'); // GET /es6module.ts.js

The defaultJSExtensions property exists for backward compati
bility and will be deprecated in future versions of SystemJS.

WARNING
MAP

The map option allows you to create an alias for a module name. When you import a
module, the module name is replaced with an associated value, unless the original
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module name represents any kind of path (absolute or relative). The map parameter is
applied before baseURL:
System.config({ map: { 'es6module.js': 'esSixModule.js' } });
System.import('es6module.js');
// GET /esSixModule.js
System.import('./es6module.js'); // GET /es6Module.js

Here's another map example:
System.config({
baseURL: '/app',
map: { 'es6module': 'esSixModule.js' }
});
System.import('es6module'); // GET /app/esSixModule.js
PACKAGES

Packages provide a convenient way to set metadata and a map configuration that’s
specific to a common path. For example, the following fragment instructs SystemJS
that System.import('app') should load the module located in the main_router
_sample.ts file by providing just the name of the file and the default extension ts
for TypeScript:
System.config({
packages: {
app: {
defaultExtension: "ts",
main: "main_router_sample"
}
}
});
System.import('app');
PATHS

The paths option is similar to map, but it supports wildcards. It’s applied after map but before
baseURL (see listing 2.6). You can use both map and paths, but remember that paths is part
of the Loader specification (see http://whatwg.github.io/loader) and the ES6 Module
Loader implementation (see https://github.com/ModuleLoader/es-module-loader),
but map is only recognizable by SystemJS:
System.config({
baseURL: '/app',
map: { 'es6module': 'esSixModule.js' },
paths: { '*': 'lib/*' }
});
System.import('es6module'); // GET /app/lib/esSixModule.js

In many code examples in this book, you’ll find System.import('app'), which opens
a file with a different name (that is, not app) because the map or packages property
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was configured. When you see something like import {Component} from '@angular/
core';, the @angular refers to the name mapped to the actual directory where the
Angular framework is located. core is a subdirectory, and the main file in that subdi
rectory is specified in the SystemJS configuration, as in this example:
packages: {
'@angular/core' : {main: 'index.js'}
}
TRANSPILER

The transpiler option allows you to specify the name of the transpiler module that
should be used while loading application modules. If a file doesn’t contain at least one
import or export statement, it won’t be transpiled. The transpiler option can con
tain one of the following values: typescript, traceur, and babel:
System.config({
transpiler: 'traceur',
map: {
traceur: '//unpkg.com/traceur@0.0.108/bin/traceur.js'
}
});
TYPESCRIPTOPTIONS

The typescriptOptions option allows you to set the TypeScript compiler options.
The list of all available options can be found in the TypeScript documentation:
http://mng.bz/rf14.

2.4

Selecting a package manager
It’s very unlikely that you’ll be writing a web application without using any libraries.
This book uses several in the code samples. You’ll use the Angular framework for most
of the code samples, and for the online auction app you’ll also use Twitter’s library
called Bootstrap, which has jQuery as a dependency. Your application may require
specific versions of these dependencies.
The loading of libraries, frameworks, and their dependencies is managed by a
package manager, and you need to decide which of several popular ones to choose.
JavaScript developers may be overwhelmed by the variety of package managers avail
able: npm, Bower, jspm, Jam, and Duo, to name a few.
A typical project includes a configuration file that lists the names and versions of
the required libraries and frameworks. Here’s a fragment from the package.json npm
configuration, which you’ll use for the online auction application:
"scripts": {
"start": "live-server"
},
"dependencies": {
"@angular/common": "2.0.0",
"@angular/compiler": "2.0.0",
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"@angular/core": "2.0.0",
"@angular/forms": "2.0.0",
"@angular/http": "2.0.0",
"@angular/platform-browser": "2.0.0",
"@angular/platform-browser-dynamic": "2.0.0",
"@angular/router": "3.0.0",
"core-js": "^2.4.0",
"rxjs": "5.0.0-beta.12",
"systemjs": "0.19.37",
"zone.js": "0.6.21",
"bootstrap": "^3.3.6",
"jquery": "^2.2.2"
},
"devDependencies": {
"live-server": "0.8.2",
"typescript": "^2.0.0"
}

The scripts section specifies the command to run if you enter npm start on the com
mand line. In this case, you’ll want to start the live-server. The dependencies section
lists all the third-party libraries and tools required for the runtime environment where
the application is deployed.
The devDependencies section adds the tools that must be present on your com
puter. For example, you won’t be using live-server in production as it’s a pretty simple
server that suffices for development only. The preceding configuration also states that
the TypeScript compiler is needed only during development, and you can guess that
during deployment all TypeScript code will be transpiled into JavaScript.
The preceding configuration includes version numbers as well. If you see a ^ sign
in front of the version number, it indicates that the project requires either the speci
fied or any newer minor version of this library or package. When we used the beta ver
sion of Angular, and we wanted to specify the exact package version because newer
ones might have some breaking changes.
When we started working with Angular, we knew that we’d use the SystemJS module
loader. Then we learned that the author of SystemJS (Guy Bedford) has also created a
jspm package manager that uses SystemJS internally, so we decided to use jspm. For
some time we’ve been using npm for installing tools and jspm for application depen
dencies. This setup worked, but with jspm a web browser was making 400+ requests to
the server to show the first page of a rather simple application. Waiting for 3.5 seconds
just to start the app on a local machine is a little too long.
We decided to try using npm for dependency management during development. The
results were much better: only 30 server requests and 1.5 seconds to start the same app.
We’ll still give you a brief overview of both package managers and will show you
how to start a new project with each of them. jspm is pretty young and may improve
over time, but we decided to use npm for our Angular projects.
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Comparing npm and jspm
npm is a package manager for Node.js. It was originally created to manage Node.js
modules, which are written in the CommonJS format. CommonJS wasn’t designed for
web applications, because modules were supposed to be loaded synchronously. Con
sider the following code snippet:
var x = require(‘module1’);
var y = require(‘module2’);
var z = require(‘module3’);

The loading of module2 won’t start until module1 is loaded, and the loading of
module3 will wait for module2. This is OK for desktop applications written in Node.js
because the loading is done from the local computer, but such a synchronous loading
process would slow the downloading of applications.
Another weak point of npm was that it historically used nested dependencies. If
packages A and B depended on package C, each of them would keep a copy of C in its
directory because A and B might depend on different versions of C. Although this was
OK for Node.js applications, it didn’t work well for applications loaded into a web
browser. Even loading the same version of a library twice in a browser can cause issues.
If two different versions are loaded, the chances of breaking the app are even higher.
The nested dependencies issue was addressed in npm 3, but the problem is only par
tially solved. By default, npm attempts to install package C in the same directory as A and
B, so a single copy of C is shared between A and B. But if A and B require conflicting ver
sions of C, npm falls back to the nested dependencies approach. Libraries created for
client-side applications usually include built versions (single-file bundles) in their npm
packages. The bundles don’t contain third-party dependencies, so you should manually
load them on the page. This helps avoid the nested dependencies issue.
jspm is a package manager created with ES6 modules and module loaders in mind.
jspm doesn’t host packages itself. It has a concept of registries, which allow you to cre
ate custom source locations for packages. Out of the box, jspm lets you install pack
ages either from the npm registry or directly from the GitHub repositories.
It’s designed to work together with SystemJS. When you initialize a new project or
install a package with jspm, it automatically creates a configuration for SystemJS to
load modules. Unlike npm, it uses the flat dependencies approach, so there’s always
only one copy of a library in a project. This allows you to use import statements to
load even third-party code. It solves the issue with the loading order of scripts and
makes sure the application loads only those modules that it actually uses.
jspm packages usually don’t include bundles. Instead they preserve the original
project structure and files, so each module can be loaded individually. Although hav
ing the original version of a file might improve the debugging experience, it doesn’t
pay off in practice. Importing each module individually leads to loading hundreds of
files into the browser before starting the app. This slows down development and
doesn’t suit production deployment.
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Another weak point of jspm is that you can’t necessarily use any npm package or
GitHub repository as a jspm package right away. They may require additional config
uration so jspm can properly set up SystemJS to load the modules from the package.
At the time of writing, there are fewer than 500 packages in the jspm registry that
are SystemJS-ready, compared with 250,000 packages hosted by npm.

2.4.2

Starting an Angular project with npm
To start a new project managed by npm, create a new directory (such as angular-seed)
and open it in the command window. Then run the npm init -y command, which will
create the initial version of the package.json configuration file. Normally npm init
asks several questions while creating the file, but the -y flag makes it accept the
default values for all options. The following example shows this command running in
the empty angular-seed directory.
$ npm init -y
Wrote to /Users/username/angular-seed/package.json:
{
"name": "angular-seed",
"version": "1.0.0",
"description": "",
"main": "index.js",
"scripts": {
"test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"
},
"keywords": [],
"author": "",
"license": "ISC"
}

Most of the generated configuration is needed either for publishing the project into
the npm registry or while installing the package as a dependency for another project.
You’ll use npm only for managing project dependencies and automating develop
ment and build processes.
Because you’re not going to publish it into the npm registry, you should remove all
of the properties except name, description, and scripts. Also, add a "private": true
property because it’s not created by default. It will prevent the package from being acci
dentally published to the npm registry. The package.json file should look like this.
Listing 2.8

package.json

{
"name": "angular-seed",
"description": "An initial npm-managed project for Chapter 2",
"private": true,
"scripts": {
"test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1"
}
}
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The scripts configuration allows you to specify commands that you can run in the
command window. By default, npm init creates the test command, which can be run
like this: npm test. Let’s replace it with the start command that you’ll use to launch
the live-server that you installed in section 2.4.1. Here’s the configuration of the
scripts property:
{
...
"scripts": {
"start": "live-server"
}
}

You can run any npm command from the scripts section using the npm run mycommand
syntax, such as npm run start. You can also use the shorthand npm start command
instead of npm run start. The shorthand syntax is available only for predefined npm
scripts (see the npm documentation at https://docs.npmjs.com/misc/scripts).
Now you want npm to download Angular to this project as a dependency. In the
TypeScript version of the Hello World application, you used the Angular code located
at unpkg CDN server, but here you want it to be downloaded to your project directory.
You also want local versions of SystemJS, live-server, and the TypeScript compiler.
npm packages often consist of bundles optimized for production use that don’t
include the source code of the libraries. Let’s add the section to the package.json
file that uses the source code (not the optimized bundles) of specific packages. Add
this section right after the license line (update the versions of the dependencies so
you’re current).
Listing 2.9

Using package source code in package.json

"dependencies": {
"@angular/common": "2.0.0",
"@angular/compiler": "2.0.0",
"@angular/core": "2.0.0",
"@angular/forms": "2.0.0",
"@angular/http": "2.0.0",
"@angular/platform-browser": "2.0.0",
"@angular/platform-browser-dynamic": "2.0.0",
"@angular/router": "3.0.0",
"core-js": "^2.4.0",
"rxjs": "5.0.0-beta.12",
"systemjs": "0.19.37",
"zone.js": "0.6.21"
},
"devDependencies": {
"live-server": "0.8.2",
"typescript": "^2.0.0"
}
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Now run the npm install command on the command line from the directory where
your package.json is located, and npm will start downloading the preceding packages
and their dependencies into the node_modules folder. After this process is complete,
you’ll see dozens of subdirectories in node_modules, including @angular, systemjs,
live-server, and typescript:
angular-seed
index.html
package.json
app
app.ts
node_modules
@angular
systemjs
typescript
live-server
...

In the angular-seed folder, let’s create a slightly modified version of index.html with
the following content.
Listing 2.10 index.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Angular seed project</title>
<meta charset="UTF-8">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
<script src="node_modules/typescript/lib/typescript.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/core-js/client/shim.min.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/zone.js/dist/zone.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/systemjs/dist/system.src.js"></script>
<script src="systemjs.config.js"></script>
<script>
System.import('app').catch(function(err){ console.error(err); });
</script>
</head>
<body>
<app>Loading...</app>
</body>
</html>

Note that the script tags now load the required dependencies from the local directory
node_modules. The same applies to the SystemJS configuration file systemjs.config.js
shown here.
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Listing 2.11 systemjs.config.js
System.config({
transpiler: 'typescript',
typescriptOptions: {emitDecoratorMetadata: true},
map: {
'@angular': 'node_modules/@angular',
'rxjs'
: 'node_modules/rxjs'
},
paths: {
'node_modules/@angular/*': 'node_modules/@angular/*/bundles'
},
meta: {
'@angular/*': {'format': 'cjs'}
},
packages: {
'app'
: {main: 'main', defaultExtension:
➥ 'ts'},
'rxjs'
: {main: 'Rx'},
'@angular/core'
: {main: 'core.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/common'
: {main: 'common.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/compiler'
: {main: 'compiler.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser'
: {main: 'platform
➥ browser.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic': {main: 'platform-browser
➥ dynamic.umd.min.js'}
}
});

The preceding SystemJS configuration is a little different than the one shown in listing
2.1. This time you don’t use the source code of Angular packages; you use their bundled
and minimized versions instead. This will minimize the number of network requests
required to load the Angular framework, and this version of the framework is smaller.
Each Angular package comes with a directory called bundles that contains the mini
mized code. In the packages section of the SystemJS config file, you map the name app
to the main script located in main.ts, so when you write System.import(app) in
index.html, it’ll load main.ts.
Add one more config file in the root of the project, where you’ll specify the tsc
compiler’s options.
Listing 2.12 tsconfig.json
{
"compilerOptions": {
"target": "ES5",
"module": "commonjs",
"experimentalDecorators": true,
"noImplicitAny": true
}
}
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If you’re new to TypeScript, read appendix B, which explains that in order to run
TypeScript code it must first be transpiled to JavaScript with the TypeScript compiler tsc.
The code samples in chapters 1–7 work without explicitly running tsc because SystemJS
uses tsc internally to transpile TypeScript to JavaScript on the fly as it loads a script file.
But you’ll still keep the tsconfig.json file in the project root because some IDEs rely on it.
NOTE If the Angular code is dynamically compiled in the browser (not to be
confused with transpiling), this is called just-in-time (JIT) compilation. If the
code is precompiled with a special ngc compiler, it’s called ahead-of-time (AoT)
compilation. In this chapter, we’ll describe the app with JIT compilation.

The app code will consist of three files:
■
■
■

app.component.ts—The one and only component of your app
app.module.ts—The declaration of the module that will include your component
main.ts—The bootstrap of the module

In section 2.3.3, you mapped the name app to main.ts, so let’s create a directory called
app containing an app.component.ts file with the following content.
Listing 2.13 app.component.ts
import {Component} from '@angular/core';
@Component({
selector: 'app',
template: `<h1>Hello {{ name }}!</h1>`
})
export class AppComponent {
name: string;
constructor() {
this.name = 'Angular 2';
}
}

Now you need to create a module that will contain AppComponent. Place this code in
the app.module.ts file.
Listing 2.14 app.module.ts
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { AppComponent } from './app.component';
@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ AppComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ AppComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }
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This file just contains the definition of the Angular module. The class is annotated
with @NgModule, which includes the BrowserModule that every browser must import.
Because the module contains only one class, you need to list it in the declarations
property and list it as the bootstrap class:
import { platformBrowserDynamic } from '@angular/platform-browser-dynamic';
import { AppModule } from './app.module';
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

Start the application by executing the npm start command from the angular-seed
directory, and it’ll open your browser and show the message “Loading…” for a split
second, followed by “Hello Angular 2!” Figure 2.2 shows what this application looks
like in the Chrome browser. The figure shows the browser with its Developer Tools
panel opened in the Network tab, so you can see a fragment of what’s been down
loaded by the browser and how long it took.
Don’t be scared by the size of the download; you’ll optimize it in chapter 10.
Because you’re using live-server, as soon as you modify and save the code of this appli
cation, it’ll reload the page in the browser with the latest code version. Now let’s apply
what you’ve learned to an application that’s more complex than Hello World.

Figure 2.2

Running the app from the npm-managed project
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Hands-on: getting started with the online auction
Every chapter from here on will end with a hands-on section containing instructions for
developing a certain aspect of the online auction, where people can see a list of fea
tured products, view details for a specific product, perform a product search, and mon
itor bidding by other users. You’ll gradually add code to this application to practice
what you’ll learn in each chapter. The source code that comes with this book includes
the completed version of each chapter’s hands-on section in the auction folder, but we
encourage you to try these exercises on your own.
In this exercise, you’ll set up the development environment and create the initial
auction project layout. You’ll create the home page, split it into Angular components,
and create a service to fetch products. If you follow all the instructions in this section,
the auction’s home page should look like what you see in figure 2.3.
You’ll use gray rectangles provided by the convenient Placehold.it service (http://
placehold.it), which generates placeholders of specified sizes. To see these generated
images, you’ll have to be connected to the internet while running this application.
The following sections contain the instructions that you should follow to complete
this hands-on exercise.

Figure 2.3

The online auction home page
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NOTE If you prefer to just read the code of the working version of the online
auction, use the code for the auction directory that comes with this chapter.
To run the provided code, switch to the auction directory, run npm install to
install all the required dependencies in the node_modules directory, and
start the application by running the npm start command.

2.5.1

Initial project setup
To set up the project, first copy the contents of the angular-seed directory into a separate
location and rename it “auction”. Next, modify the name and description fields in the
package.json file. Open a command window, and switch to the newly created auction
directory. Run the command npm install, which will create the node_modules direc
tory with dependencies specified in package_json.
In this project, you’ll use Twitter Bootstrap as a CSS framework, and the UI library
of responsive components. Responsive web design is an approach that allows you to cre
ate sites that change layout based on the width of the user’s device viewport. The term
responsive components means that the components’ layout can adapt to the screen size.
Because the Bootstrap library is built on top of jQuery, you need to run the follow
ing commands to install them:
Install Bootstrap. The --save option will add
this dependency to the package.json file.

npm install bootstrap --save
npm install jquery --save

The Bootstrap package doesn’t specify jQuery as a
dependency, so you have to install it separately. Such
dependencies are also known as peer dependencies.

We recommend you use an IDE like WebStorm or Visual Studio Code.
Most of the steps required to complete this hands-on project can be per
formed inside the IDE. WebStorm even allows you to open the Terminal win
dow inside the IDE.
TIP

Now create a systemjs.config.js file to store the SystemJS configuration. You’ll include
this file in the <script> tag in index.html.
Listing 2.15 systemjs.config.js file
Instructs the TypeScript compiler of SystemJS to
preserve decorators metadata in the transpiled
code, because Angular relies on annotations to
discover and register components

Transpiles
the code
into the
ES5
syntax

System.config({
transpiler: 'typescript',
typescriptOptions: {emitDecoratorMetadata: true,
target: "ES5",
module: "commonjs"},
Uses CommonJS module format
map: {
'@angular': 'node_modules/@angular',
'rxjs'
: 'node_modules/rxjs'
},
paths: {
'node_modules/@angular/*': 'node_modules/@angular/*/bundles'
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},
You’ll keep your application code in
meta: {
the app directory, and the code to
'@angular/*': {'format': 'cjs'}
launch the auction application will
},
be located in the main.ts file.
packages: {
'app'
: {main: 'main',
➥ defaultExtension: 'ts'},
'rxjs'
: {main: 'Rx'},
'@angular/core'
: {main: 'core.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/common'
: {main: 'common.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/compiler'
: {main: 'compiler.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser'
: {main: 'platform
➥ browser.umd.min.js'},
'@angular/platform-browser-dynamic': {main: 'platform-browser
➥ dynamic.umd.min.js'}
}
});

The systemjs.config.js file has to be included in index.html as shown in the next section
in listing 2.9. This configuration of the package app allows you to use the line
<script>System.import ('app')</script> in index.html, which will load the content
of app/main.ts.
This completes the configuration of the development environment for the auction
project. You’re now ready to start writing the application code.
NOTE At the time of writing, the Angular team is developing Angular Material
components for Angular (see https://material.angular.io), which you may
want to use instead of Twitter Bootstrap when it’s ready.

2.5.2

Developing the home page
In this exercise, you’ll create a home page that will be split into several Angular compo
nents. This makes the code easier to maintain and allows you to reuse components in
other views. In figure 2.4, you can see the home page with all the components highlighted.
You’ll need to create directories for storing all the components and services of the
application, as follows:
app
components
application
carousel
footer
navbar
product-item
search
stars
services

Each directory inside the components directory has code for the corresponding com
ponent. This allows you to keep all files related to a single component together. Most
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The online auction home page with highlighted components

of the components consist of two files—an HTML file and a TypeScript file. But some
times you may want to add a CSS file with component-specific styling. The services
directory will contain the file with classes that serve data to the application.
The first version of the home page consists of seven components. In this exercise,
we’ll discuss and you’ll create the three the most interesting components, located in
the application, product-item, and stars directories. This will give you a chance to
write some code, and at the end of this exercise you can copy the rest of the compo
nents into your project directory.
NOTE In the hands-on section in chapter 3, you’ll refactor the code to inte
grate the carousel and products into HomeComponent.

The entry point of the application is index.html. You’ve copied this file from the
angular-seed directory, and now you’ll need to modify it. The index.html file is rather
small, and it won’t grow much because most of your dependencies will be loaded by
SystemJS, and the entire UI is represented by a single Angular root (top level) compo
nent that will internally use child components.
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Listing 2.16 index.html
Adds the Bootstrap CSS
<!DOCTYPE html>
Adds Bootstrap and jQuery to
<html>
support the carousel component
<head>
<title>CH2: Online Auction</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="node_modules/bootstrap/dist/css/
➥ bootstrap.css">
<script src="node_modules/jquery/dist/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/bootstrap/dist/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/core-js/client/shim.min.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/zone.js/dist/zone.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/typescript/lib/typescript.js"></script>
<script src="node_modules/systemjs/dist/system.src.js"></script>
<script src="systemjs.config.js"></script>
<script>
System.import('app').catch(function (err) {console.error(err);});
</script>
Loads main.ts according to the
</head>
configuration in systemjs.config.js
<body>
<auction-application></auction-application>
</body>
</html>

The content of the main.ts file in the app directory remains the same as it was in the
angular-seed project:
import { platformBrowserDynamic } from '@angular/platform-browser-dynamic';
import { AppModule } from './app.module';
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

Let’s update the app.module.ts file to declare all the components and services that
you’ll use in the auction app.
Listing 2.17 Updated app.module.ts
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

{ NgModule } from '@angular/core';
{ BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
ApplicationComponent from '. /components/application/application';
CarouselComponent from "./components/carousel/carousel";
FooterComponent from "./components/footer/footer";
NavbarComponent from "./components/navbar/navbar";
ProductItemComponent from "./components/product-item/product-item";
SearchComponent from "./components/search/search";
StarsComponent from "./components/stars/stars";
{ProductService} from "./services/product-service";
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@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ ApplicationComponent,
CarouselComponent,
FooterComponent,
NavbarComponent,
ProductItemComponent,
SearchComponent,
StarsComponent],
providers:
[ProductService],
bootstrap:
[ ApplicationComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }

Declares all components
that your module will use

Declares the provider for the
ProductService that you’ll inject
into the ApplicationComponent a
bit later

In this module, you declare all the components and the provider for one service that
you’re about to create. Declaring a provider for a service is required by the dependency
injection mechanism. We’ll talk about providers and injection in chapter 4.
THE APPLICATION COMPONENT

The application component is the root component of the auction and is declared as
such in the AppModule. It serves as a host for all the other components. The compo
nent’s source code consists of three files: application.ts, application.html, and applica
tion.css. We’ll assume you know the basics of CSS, so we won’t be going into that file
here. We’ll go through the first two files.
Let’s create ApplicationComponent and save it in the application.ts file located in
the app/components/application directory. The content of this file is shown here.
Listing 2.18 application.ts
Turns the
ApplicationComponent class
into an Angular
component by
annotating it with
the @Component
decorator

Imports the classes that implement the product
service. These classes will serve you data.

import {Component, ViewEncapsulation} from '@angular/core';
import {Product, ProductService} from '../../services/
➥ product-service';

Selector defines the name of the
The HTML
template will be
located in the
application.html
file.
Uses generics
(see appendix B)
to ensure that
the products
array contains
only objects of
type Product

@Component({
custom HTML tag used in index.html.
selector: 'auction-application',
templateUrl: 'app/components/application/application.html',
styleUrls: ['app/components/application/application.css'],
encapsulation:ViewEncapsulation.None
})
CSS is located in the application.css file.
export default class ApplicationComponent {
products: Array<Product> = [];

Exports the
ApplicationComponent
because it’s used in another
class: AppModule
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constructor(private productService: ProductService) {
this.products = this.productService.getProducts();
}
}

Gets a list of products and assigns them to
the products property. All of a component’s
properties become available in the view
template via data binding.

In TypeScript you can ask Angular
to inject required objects (such as
ProductService) via constructor
arguments.

Just declaring the constructor’s arguments with a type will instruct Angular to instanti
ate and inject this object (ProductService). Injectable objects need to be configured
with providers, and you declared one in the AppModule earlier. The private qualifier
will turn productService into a member variable of the class, so you’ll access it as
this.productService.
NOTE Listing 2.18 uses the view encapsulation strategy ViewEncapsulation
.None to apply the styles from application .css not only to the ApplicationComponent, but to the entire application. We’ll discuss different view encapsu

lation strategies in chapter 6.
Create the application.html file with the following content.
Listing 2.19 application.html
<auction-navbar></auction-navbar>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-md-3">
<auction-search></auction-search>
</div>
<div class="col-md-9">
<div class="row carousel-holder">
<div class="col-md-12">
<auction-carousel></auction-carousel>
</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
<div *ngFor="let prod of products" class="col-sm-4 col-lg-4 col-md-4">
<auction-product-item [product]="prod"></auction-product-item>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<auction-footer></auction-footer>
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You’ll be using multiple custom HTML elements that represent your components:
<auction-navbar>, <auction-search>, <auction-carousel>, <auction-product
item>, and <auction-footer>. You’ll add them the same way as <auction-application>
in index.html.
The most interesting part in this file is how you can display the list of products.
Each product will be represented by the same HTML fragment on the web page.
Because there are multiple products, you need to render the same HTML multiple
times. The NgFor directive is used inside a component’s template to loop through the
list of items in the data collection and render HTML markup for each item. You can
use the shorthand syntax *ngFor to represent the NgFor directive.
<div *ngFor="let prod of products" class="col-sm-4 col-lg-4 col-md-4">
<auction-product-item [product]="prod"></auction-product-item>
</div>

Because *ngFor is in <div>, each loop iteration will render a <div> with the content
of the corresponding <auction-product-item> inside. To pass an instance of a
product to ProductComponent, you use the square brackets for property binding:
[product]="prod", where [product] refers to the property-named product inside
the component represented by <auction-product-item>, and prod is a local tem
plate variable declared on the fly in the *ngFor directive as let prod. We’ll discuss
property bindings in detail in chapter 5.
The col-sm-4 col-lg-4 col-md-4 styles come from Twitter’s Bootstrap library,
where the window’s width is divided into 12 invisible columns. In this example, you
want to allocate 4 columns (one third of the <div>’s width) if a device has small
(sm means 768 pixels or more), large (lg is for 1200 px or more), and medium (md
is for 992 px or more) screen sizes.
Because this doesn’t specify any columns for extra-small devices (xs is for screens
under 768 px), the entire width of a <div> will be allocated for a single <auction-product>.
To see how the page layout changes for different screen sizes, narrow your browser’s win
dow to make it less than 768 pixels wide. You can read more about the Bootstrap grid system
in the Bootstrap documentation at http://getbootstrap.com/css/#grid.
NOTE ApplicationComponent relies on the existence of other components

(such as ProductItemComponent) that you’ll create in the subsequent steps. If
you try to run the auction now, you’ll see errors in the Developer Console of
your browser.
THE PRODUCT ITEM COMPONENT

In the product-item directory, create a product-item.ts file that declares a ProductItemComponent representing a single product item from the auction. The source
code of product-item.ts is structured much like the code of application.ts: the import
statements go on top, and then comes the component class declaration annotated
with @Component.
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Listing 2.20 product-item.ts
import {Component, Input} from '@angular/core';
import StarsComponent from 'app/components/stars/stars';
import {Product} from 'app/services/product-service';
@Component({
selector: 'auction-product-item',
templateUrl: 'app/components/product-item/product-item.html'
})
export default class ProductItemComponent {
@Input() product: Product;
}

The component’s product property is annotated with @Input(). This means the value
for this property will be exposed to the parent component, which can bind a value to
it. We’ll discuss input properties in detail in chapter 6.
Create a product-item.html file to contain the following template of the product
component (which will be represented by its price, title, and description).
Listing 2.21 product-item.html
<div class="thumbnail">
<img src="http://placehold.it/320x150">
<div class="caption">
<h4 class="pull-right">{{ product.price }}</h4>
<h4><a>{{ product.title }}</a></h4>
<p>{{ product.description }}</p>
</div>
<div>
<auction-stars [rating]="product.rating"></auction-stars>
</div>
</div>

Here you use another type of data binding: an expression within double curly braces.
Angular evaluates the value of the expression within the braces, turns the result into a
string, and replaces this expression in the template with the resulting string. Internally
this process is implemented using string interpolation.
Note the <auction-stars> tag that represents the StarsComponent and was
declared in AppModule. You bind the value of product.rating to the rating property
of the StarsComponent. For this to work, rating must be declared as an input prop
erty in the StarsComponent that you’ll create next.
THE STARS COMPONENT

The stars component will display the rating of a product.
In figure 2.5, you can see that it displays an average
rating number of 4.3 as well as star icons representing
the rating.

Figure 2.5

Stars component
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Angular provides component lifecycle hooks (see chapter 6) that allow you to define
the callback methods that will be invoked at certain moments of the component’s
lifecycle. In this component, you’ll use the ngOnInit() callback, which will be invoked
as soon as an instance of the component is created and its properties are initialized.
Create the stars.ts file in the stars directory with the following content.
Listing 2.22 stars.ts
import {Component, Input, OnInit} from '@angular/core';

Marks rating and
count as inputs
so that other
components
can assign values
to them via
data-binding
expressions

Imports the
@Component({
interface OnInit,
templateUrl: 'app/components/stars/stars.html',
where ngOnInit()
styles: [` .starrating { color: #d17581; }`],
is declared
selector: 'auction-stars'
})
export default class StarsComponent implements OnInit {
@Input() count: number = 5;
Each element of the array
@Input() rating: number = 0;
represents a single star
stars: boolean[] = [];
to be rendered.

ngOnInit() {
for (let i = 1; i <= this.count; i++) {
this.stars.push(i > this.rating);
}
}

Initializes stars
based on the
value provided
by the parent
component
}

The count property specifies the total number of stars to be rendered. If this property
isn’t initialized by the parent, the component renders five stars by default.
The rating property stores the average rating that determines how many stars
should be filled with the color and how many should remain empty. In the stars
array, the elements with the false value represent empty stars, and those with true
represent stars filled with color.
You initialize the stars array in the ngOnInit() lifecycle callback, which will be
used in the template to render stars. ngOnInit() is called only once, right after the
component’s data-bound properties have been checked for the first time, and before
any of its children have been checked. When ngOnInit() is invoked, all properties
passed from the parent view are already initialized, so you can use the rating value to
compute the values in the stars array.
Alternatively, you could turn stars into a getter to compute it on the fly, but the
getter would be invoked each time Angular synchronizes the model with the view.
Exactly the same array would be computed multiple times.
Create the template of the StarsComponent in the stars.html file, as shown next.
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Listing 2.23 stars.html
<p>
<span *ngFor="let star of stars"
class="starrating glyphicon glyphicon-star"
[class.glyphicon-star-empty]="star">
</span>
<span>{{ rating }} stars</span>
</p>

You already used the NgFor directive and curly braces data-binding expression in
ApplicationComponent. Here you bind a CSS class name to an expression: [class
.glyphicon-star-empty]="star". If an expression within the double quotes on the
right evaluates to true, the glyphicon-star-empty CSS class will be added to the
class attribute of the <span> element.
COPYING THE REST OF THE CODE

To finish this project, copy the missing components from the chapter2/auction direc
tory to the corresponding directories of your project:
■

■
■
■

■

2.5.3

The services directory contains the product-service.ts file that declares two
classes: Product and ProductService. This is where the data for the auction
comes from. We’ll provide more details about the content of this file in the
hands-on section of chapter 3.
The navbar directory contains the code for the top navigation bar.
The footer directory contains the code for the footer of the page.
The search directory contains the initial code for the SearchComponent, which
is a form that you’ll develop in chapter 7.
The carousel directory contains the code that implements a Bootstrap slider in
the top portion of the home page.

Launching the online auction application
To launch the auction application, open a command window and start live-server in
your project directory. You can do it by running the npm start command, which is
configured in the package.json file to start the live-server. It’ll open the browser, and
you should be able to see the home page as shown in figure 2.4. The product details
page isn’t implemented yet, so the product title links won’t work.
We recommend that you use the Chrome browser for development, because it has
the best tools for debugging your code. Keep the Developer Tools panel open while
running all code samples. If you see unexpected results, check the Console tab for
error messages.
Also, there’s a great Chrome browser extension called Augury, which is a conve
nient debugging tool for Angular apps. After installing this extension, you’ll see an
additional Augury tab in the Chrome development tools panel (see figure 2.6), which
allows you to see and modify the values of your app components at runtime.

Summary

Figure 2.6
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The Augury panel

Summary
In this chapter, you’ve had your first experience writing an Angular application. We
briefly covered the main principles and most important building blocks of an Angular
application. In future chapters, we’ll discuss them in detail. You’ve also created an ini
tial version of the online auction application. This has shown you how to set up a
development environment and structure an Angular project.
■

■

■
■

■

■

An Angular application is represented by a hierarchy of components that are
packaged into modules.
Each Angular component contains a template for the UI rendering and an
annotated class implementing this component’s functionality.
Templates and styles can be either inlined or stored in separate files.
The SystemJS module loader allows you to split the application into ES6 mod
ules and dynamically assembles everything together at runtime.
Configuration parameters for SystemJS can be specified in a separate configura
tion file.
Using npm for managing dependencies is the simplest way of configuring a new
Angular project.
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